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ABSTRACT 

Mainstream and advanced surveillance technologies are limited in terms of their reach in 

monitoring and tracking people and objects despite the dearth of spatial boundaries. This 

limitation could possibly be eliminated with the advent of ubiquitous computing. The 

application of ubiquitous computing in surveillance is such as could take advantage of spatial 

boundlessness to effect a real time boundless surveillance. This paper suggests that the reach 

of ubiquitous computing in surveillance cannot be hindered except humans step in to define 

its delimiters of operation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The term „Ubiquitous Computing‟ (Ubicomp) [23] was coined by Mark Weiser in 1991 as he 

envisaged a world where computers would „weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life 

until they are indistinguishable from it‟ [23 p.1]. Weiser defined ubiquitous computing as „the 

method of enhancing computer use by making many computers available throughout the 

physical environment making them effectively invisible‟ [24 p.1]. Weiser‟s vision propelled a 

paradigm shift in the relationship between computing and society [22] with enabling 

technologies for its application embedded everywhere (in objects, people, and places) [9].  

areas of application. According to Genevieve and Dourish, „...Ubicomp technologies prove 

also to be Ubicomp provide possibilities of a wide range of sites of social engagements, 

generational conflict, domestic regulation, religious practices, state surveillance, civic protest, 

romantic encounters, office politics, artistic expression, and more‟ [3 p.141]. But I believe 

that the above list of areas can be categorized into two areas; all the areas listed except 

surveillance can be categorized as social. Hence, I would suggest we have surveillance and 

social applications of ubicomp.  

 

Anne Uteck [22] suggest that the idea of ubicomp as a tool for surveillance is intriguing 

because there are already in existence technologies that extends the ability to locate and track 

people and things in the real world any where, anytime, accurately, continuously, and in real 

time . Despite this view, I believe that the advancement in technologies that aid mankind to 

achieve a specific goal cannot grind to a halt as a result of the existence of mundane 

technologies meant for that same purpose; new technologies tend to expose the limitations of 

old ones. 

This paper does not focus on „the world of Sal‟ [9] as contained in Mark Weiser‟s paper – 

“The Computer for the 21
st
 Century,” where everything works according to Sal‟s wish, I will 

be focusing on a real world applicability of ubicomp – surveillance, and possibilities for the 

convergence of existing surveillance technologies to achieve this. 
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An insight into the current usage of existing surveillance technologies is given below, 

followed by their limitations, and a review of how the integration of these surveillance 

technologies can be intertwined with ubiquitous computing surveillance potentials and 

operational challenges of ubicomp as a tool for boundless surveillance. 

 

TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS TO SURVEILLANCE 

The progression from mainstream surveillance technologies such as credit and affinity cards, 

closed circuits television (CCTV), red light cameras, biometric systems, tracking software, 

thermal imaging, etc to advanced surveillance technologies such as Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID), Global Positioning System (GPS) and advanced wireless technology 

set the stage for seamless, real-time surveillance [22]. Martin Dodge et al in their work „No 

longer lost in the crowd‟ claim that these advanced surveillance technologies provide the 

capability of directed surveillance throughout the environment with the goal of monitoring 

people everywhere at all times [7]. 

 

The mainstream technologies as listed above have their own well defined advantages for 

surveillance, but my focus is on the three aforementioned advanced surveillance technologies 

and their area of applications in the larger society. 

 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 

According to Garfinkel and Rosenberg [8], RFID is a micro-chip technology which uses 

radio signals to identify objects that are embedded with RFID transmitting tags. Because of 

their miniaturized status it is easy to conceal them in other items. For instance, in order to 

study the behaviour of live ants, researchers at Bristol University earlier this year (2009) 

successfully glued RFID micro-transponders to these ants [10].  

 

RFID is being deployed in e-passports production by the United States (US). The same 

information that is printed within the passport is stored in the chip inlays (produced by 

Smartrac), implying that the holder‟s travel history will be recorded in the chip [11]. In order 

to control access to the RFID reader, the US State Department developed a Basic Access 

Control (BAC) to enable the encryption of communications between the reader and the chip 

[17].  

Uteck [22] claim that Public Libraries are seeking to engage RFID tags in tracking their 

books to communicate the identity of a borrower. RFID tags have been used already to tag 

some adults and juveniles to ensure compliance with bail conditions in the United Kingdom 

[15]. 

It is also being used in transportation and logistics, as Emirates Airline in Feb, 2008 test ran 

RFID baggage tracing at London and Dubai Airports [29]. Also, in the railroad sector, RFIDs 

are being deployed to indicate the origin and destination of the goods being carried by the 

cargo train [20]. In Canada, RFIDs are used in a pay-as-you-go system of highway and bridge 

tolls [22]. As technology becomes cheaper and advanced by the day, RFIDs may be deployed 

in almost every sector of human endeavour for the purpose of surveillance. 

 

Global Positioning System (GPS) 

Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite navigation system that uses radio 

transmissions to determine the exact location of people and machinery whether they are on 

land, sea, airborne, regardless of the weather conditions, anywhere in the world [14].  
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GPS is also a tagged surveillance system which requires that components are attached to the 

dynamic entity (GPS receiver on vehicles, persons, etc) and the static entity (satellite) also. 

The dynamic entity‟s location is determined by the measurement of its environmental 

property (via radio wave) by satellites that are placed in the environment [25].  

Uteck [22] posits that GPS has progressed from traditional military usage to a multi-satellite 

network aiding real time surveillance in non military, civilian and consumer applications. The 

military application of GPS is vast. For example it is being used to aid ground troops in the 

location of targets in the dark or in unfamiliar terrain. Also, it assists commanders in the co-

ordination of troop movement and supplies [19]. 

Some civilian applications have also gained from GPS deployment. Mark Monmonier [14] 

reports that it is being used for the purpose of crash investigation and traffic system 

performance analysis [26]. In addition, it has become an accepted tracking device in vehicles 

[21] and is used for monitoring employees [16] and tracking prisoners that are on parole [18]. 

 

Advanced Wireless Technologies 

Collin Bennett and Lori Crowe [4] view the emergence of Advanced Wireless Technologies 

such as Wireless Fidelity (Wi-fi)  as a supplement for the communication demands of the 

world. Wi-fi permits devices that are equipped with Wi-fi based wireless network cards to 

access the internet from its base station. Wi-fi technology is attaining increased patronage 

with its nodes (also known as hotspot) taking up presence in shopping malls, airports, hotels, 

public libraries, educational institutions, etc [22]. 

 

The potential for observing and tracking physical movement of entities connected to the Wi-

fi network is certain as it is claimed by Uteck [22] that there is a plan by wireless Internet 

Service Providers to create mesh networks of hotspots. Organizations are also deploying 

Bluetooth-based surveillance systems [28] that uses wireless technology for the purpose of 

interconnecting various bluetooth wireless enabled devices such as Personal Device 

Assistants (PDA), laptops, mobile phones, etc [22]. 

 

SURVEILLANCE LIMITATIONS OF  EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES 

RFID tagged objects can be tracked by systems that are designed to reconstruct the objects‟ 

route. The RFID chip has a read-write memory with capabilities to store location details from 

system transmitters. The system requires the tagged object be positioned along the circulation 

network [22]. This is a set back for RFID technology because if the object goes out of its 

sphere of contact, then it is not going to be possible to track the object. 

On the other hand, GPS‟ tracking capability is continuous, especially when connected to a 

mobile system in real time but signal corruption in certain areas can affect its tracking 

capability [22]. For example in vehicle GPS receivers, metallic framing of windshields [27], 

such as tinting films for car windows can degrade the reception just inside the car [26].  

Cerruti et al [6] claim that the weather condition in space can also corrupt GPS signal by 

direct interference with solar radio burst noise in the same frequency band while Aarons et al. 

[2] posit that the   diffusion of the GPS radio signal in ionospheric irregularities brings about 

an interference referred to as scintillation. Scintillation takes place more in tropical latitudes 
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when at night time than in high latitudes or mid-latitudes where magnetic storms can lead to 

scintillation [13]. 

UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING AND SURVEILLANCE 

Keeping track of people on a daily basis is as old as time itself, as was obtainable in village 

settlements where peer groups kept watch over their subject of interest, while vigilantes kept 

watch over the village, and if any negative or suspicious behaviour was observed, the society 

at large would be notified [12]. 

These mundane and manual surveillance methods have been replaced by machines which 

have virtually become watchers over mankind as could be seen above in the listings of the 

mainstream surveillance technologies and review of existing advanced surveillance 

technologies, but there is more.  

Mark Weiser‟s vision of a world in which computation would be physically, socially and 

procedurally embedded in our daily activities might not have taken the shape he envisaged, 

but the presence of surveillance technologies such as the RFIDs, GPSs, etc have a semblance 

to the machines that Weiser imagined would occupy our world today [1]. 

The aim and objective of ubicomp is to avail mankind of virtual machine services [5]. 

Ubiquitous computing applications would have more powerful personal information collation 

and distribution [3] than existing technologies; it will extend the capabilities of existing 

surveillance technologies. 

 INTEGRATION OF SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGIES 

According to Genevieve and Dourish, Ubiquitous computing „...encompasses a wide range of 

disparate technological areas, brought together by a common vision‟ [3 p.1]. The individual 

technologies as discussed earlier have a common vision which is surveillance, and bringing 

them together under the same umbrella would serve the purpose of enhanced surveillance.  

The convergence of these surveillance technologies could result in a powerful and 

complementary surveillance system which can assist organizations, government, etc in 

tracking and instantaneously determining the location of individuals and objects of interest 

whether mobile or static[22].  

The complementary roles of these technologies stems from their individual limitations. These 

limitations are more or less the boundary points of their surveillance capabilities. These 

limitations can be eliminated with the amalgamation of these three technologies, because 

Radio Frequency Identification extends Global Positioning Systems tracking capabilities 

while advanced wireless technology takes care of the real-time requirement of the group [48].  

The geo-spatial coverage of GPS and RFID‟s individual tagging of objects when integrated 

takes surveillance to a ubiquitous height, because ubiquitous computing surveillance 

applications would be everywhere [9], it will serve as the all-seeing-eye; what I would refer 

to as surveillance without borders. 

OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES  

The notion of boundlessness of ubiquitous computing brings into bear the issue of privacy. 

Anne Uteck posits that „the seamless integration of these technologies into spaces and places 

of our everyday lives, more directly and more pervasively, compromises physical and social 
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boundaries in private and public spheres‟ [22 p.84]. This is unarguably true because the 

spatial coverage of ubiquitous computing as a tool for surveillance would provide unhindered 

access to the monitored for the monitor (governments, organisations, etc).  

Also, Mark Dodge suggest that this technology is such „...that identifies uniquely you and has 

the potential to actively „leak‟ your positional data (at varying resolutions) to a control 

network and thus to third parties‟ [7 p.16]. I believe that these third parties may not 

necessarily be the wrong people gaining access to one‟s positional data, but also the monitor 

gathering information about the monitored which fall outside the purpose or scope of the 

surveillance could be considered as third parties. 

The above issues call for the definition of operational boundaries for ubicomp as a tool for 

surveillance. A statement made by Prof. Gary T. Marx as cited in Mark Langheinrich‟s paper 

Privacy invasions in Ubiquitous Computing says that “Central to our acceptance or sense of 

outrage with respect to surveillance ... are the implications for crossing personal borders” [12 

p.4]. This statement is a concession to the boundlessness of ubiquitous computing 

surveillance technologies and a clarion call for legal framework for operational boundaries 

for these technologies.  

 

Prof. Marx went further to categorise the operational boundaries as natural, social, spatial or 

temporal, and transitional effect borders [12]. Whether these boundary definitions by Prof. 

Marx or various legal activists, groups, etc would be considered is left to be seen, as this must 

have to be ratified by the judiciary of independent nations that have these technologies 

operating therein. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The idea of a boundless technology for surveillance may provoke legal fireworks, but for 

governments, organizations and even individuals that will benefit from such a technology, 

this is a step in the right direction.  

Indeed, the mainstream and advanced surveillance technologies that are already in use today 

are veils over the real masquerade – ubiquitous computing. With the existence of these 

technologies, Mark Weiser‟s vision of the future is partially here.  

Whichever name they are called, whether RFID, GPS, etc, they all possess characteristics of 

ubiquity and boundlessness. It is left for regulators to define their borders of coverage in 

terms of privacy laws that are directed at their scope of operation. 
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